Virtual Model:

How to Participate in the 7th TAFISA World Sport for All Games 2021

1. To begin the registration process, send an email to tafisalisboa@tafisalisboa.com before May 6th to confirm that you will share videos and contents with us. After receiving your confirmation, the Organizing Committee will share with you the link where to send the respective videos.

2. Use this link to send to us, before May 22nd, videos that showcase your Traditional Sports and Games and/or New Sport. The videos can be demonstrations, reportages, TV shootings, exhibitions, documentaries, workshops, slideshows of photographs, interviews – any content you find relevant about your sport(s) and/or game(s).
   a. Share with us videos that are already existing (that you have already made in the past weeks, months or years)
   b. Or, if you prefer, shoot now new videos to demonstrate your sports and/or games, which are expressly filmed for the event.
   c. In addition to the above videos that showcase your Games, we also encourage you to send to us a video from an official of your organisation, who explains, in English, what is the name of the Sports and/or Games displayed in videos above, the country of origin of the Sports and/or Games, the name of your organisation, explains the history, objectives and rules of the Sport and/or Games, gives some facts/curiosities about the Sport and/or Game, and any other data.
   d. Specifications: as a general rule for everyone, the characteristics to be respected when sending contents are:
      i. Full HD format videos
      ii. Videos size in 1920x2080 / mp4
      iii. Videos recorded horizontally
      iv. Videos length up to 20 minutes
      v. Photos with 300 dps (size)

3. Fill in and send to us the enclosed Copyright Transfer Declaration (attached to this email). Only with this authorization duly completed and signed may the Organizing Committee of the event display the respective contents

4. Fill in the enclosed data form to describe your Traditional Sports and Games and/or New Sports and send it back to us along with your videos, before May 22nd.